In vivo evidence for quasispecies distributions in the bovine respiratory syncytial virus genome.
We analysed the genetic evolution of bovine respiratory syncytial virus (BRSV) isolate W2-00131, from its isolation in bovine turbinate (BT) cells to its inoculation in calves. Results showed that the BRSV genomic region encoding the highly variable glycoprotein G remained genetically stable after virus isolation and over 10 serial infections in BT cells, as well as following experimental inoculation in calves. This remarkable genetic stability led us to examine the mutant spectrum of several populations derived from this field isolate. Sequence analysis of molecular clones revealed an important genetic heterogeneity in the G-coding region of each population, with mutation frequencies ranging from 6.8 to 10.1 x 10(-4) substitutions per nucleotide. The non-synonymous mutations of the mutant spectrum mapped preferentially within the two variable antigenic regions of the ectodomain or close to the highly conserved domain. These results suggest that BRSV populations may evolve as complex and dynamic mutant swarms, despite apparent genetic stability.